THIS YEAR WILL BE AN ABOVE-AVERAGE ATLANTIC HURRICANE SEASON.

WITH OTHER NATURAL DISASTERS, LIKE WILDFIRES AND FLOODING, IT'S CRUCIAL TO HAVE AN EVACUATION PLAN FOR YOU, YOUR FAMILY, AND YOUR PETS.

GET TIPS TO PREPARE YOUR PET'S EVACUATION KIT THAT WILL BE BOTH TIME AND LIFE-SAVING.
Know Your Zone

Know your evacuation zone, flood zone or whether you live in an area at risk for wildfires.

Check your county’s website for updated information on your zone.
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Know Where To Go

MAKE A LIST OF ALL PET-FRIENDLY HOTELS THAT WOULD BE A SAFE LOCATION FOR YOU TO EVACUATE TO.

KEEP ALL HOTEL NUMBERS IN A NOTE OR LIST ON YOUR PHONE FOR SWIFT AND EASY ACCESS
MAKE RESERVATIONS & OBSERVE CANCELATION POLICIES
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Know Who To Contact

CALL YOUR VETERINARIAN

ASK THEM TO EMAIL YOU AN UPDATED VACCINATION RECORD

ASK THEM FOR AN EXTRA MONTH OF YOUR PETS MEDICATION FOR YOUR EVACUATION KIT
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Know Who To Contact

HAVE AN EMERGENCY CONTACT LIST OF FRIENDS THAT CAN HELP YOU WITH YOUR PET IF YOU ARE OUT OF TOWN OR NEED TO STAY A FEW DAYS WITH THEM.

GIVE CONTACT INFORMATION TO YOUR PET'S BOARDING/DAYCARE / VET

ADD THE NUMBER OF A PET POISON HELPLINE IN YOUR NOTES FOR EVACUATION KIT LIST.
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Know What To Pack

- Your pet's identification, medication and updated vaccination records
- Unopened food and treats (check expiration dates)
- Travel food & water bowls
- Travel water bottle
- LED leash, charger, poop bags
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Know What To Pack

- Grooming items like paw wipes, ear wipes, shedding brush,
- Pet first aid kit
- Booties (if living in area with extreme heat)
- Puzzle toys/Toys
- Dog bed/Blanket
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Know What To Pack
Know Your Zone

Know Who To Contact

Know Where To Go

Know What To Pack
IT'S STRESSFUL TO LEAVE YOUR HOME; AFTER ALL, YOU CAN'T TAKE EVERYTHING.

YET, BEING PREPARED TO TAKE YOUR PACK TO SAFETY IS EVERYTHING.